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Introduction 
Professional service firms (PSFs) are one type of organization in which the employees are 

said to truly be the key to success (Anand et al 2007; Løwendahl 2005). Because of their 

high reliance on the knowledge and judgment of the individual employees in their 

operations, core HR processes, including recruitment, performance management and 

competence development, have a great potential to contribute to the performance of the 

organization. Given that professional service firms compete both on the market for their 

services as well as on the talent market (Maister, 1993) Human Resource Management is of 

great strategic significance in this kind of firms.  

 

For more than a decade the use of ICT (Information and Communication Technology) have 

challenged HR departments and traditional ways of practicing Human Resource 

Management (Bondarouk & Ruël, 2009;). ICT has become a natural component in 

administrative processes, and IT systems are increasingly emerging to support core HR 
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processes. In knowledge intensive organizations the use of, for example, an intranet has 

shown to infuse new routines and practices in HR processes (Löwstedt, 2009). However, 

given the often complex and evaluative character of data in HR work when it comes to e.g. 

competencies, attitudes and values the use of IT systems in this context is not 

unproblematic.   

 

One concern has been that an increased use of ICT in HR work would contribute to an 

increased standardization and discipline of the employees, on the cost of decreased 

flexibility and heterogeneity. But the disciplinary power of standardized performance 

appraisal and competence development may have both a limiting and an enabling dimension 

as it shapes the agency of the employees (Bergström, Hasselbladh, & Kärreman, 2009). An 

increased use of ICT therefore could be an important contribution to the socio-cultural 

control often found in professional service firms and other knowledge intensive 

organizations (Alvesson & Kärreman, 2007, Kärreman & Alvesson, 2004). The integration 

of IT and HRM have gotten increased attention in research during the past decade, then 

often referred to as e-HRM (Bondarouk & Ruël, 2009; Strohmeier 2007, 2009; Strohmeier 

& Kabst 2009, Marler 2009). But still little is known about how ICT is used in HRM, 

particularly the HR work in professional service firms. The purpose of the paper is therefore 

to explore the use of ICT in the work with Human Resources in professional service firms. 

 

This paper will proceed as follows. In the next section we review some previous research on 

e-HRM, the main research field which focuses on HR related use of ICT. After that we first 

present the method used and after that the result of the study. The analysis is divided into a 

first part which looks at the patterns of ICT use in the HR work of PSFs in term of what the 

ICT is used for and what kind of ICT is used, and a second part in which three types of HR 

related ICT use in PSFs are identified and presented. The paper ends with a discussion and 

conclusions. 

Research on e-HRM  
The use of ICT has previously been discussed within the research field around electronic 

Human Resource Management (e-HRM). In this section we look at how e-HRM and its 

different components are defined, how common the use of e-HRM in contemporary 
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organizations is, which organizations are more likely to use e-HRM, and what issues in 

implementing e-HRM have been highlighted in previous research.  

What is e-HRM? 

The use of ICT has gotten some attention in Human Resource Management research, 

specifically in the last 5 to 10 years under the epithet e-HRM (electronic Human Resource 

Management). Strohmeier defines e-HRM as “the application of information technology for 

both networking and supporting at least two individual or collective actors in their shared 

performing of HR activities” (Strohmeier 2007: 20). This means that “true” e-HRM involves 

an element of communication between actors via technology and not merely the 

administrative management of information by one individual in HR related issues. 

Strohmeier points to two roles of technology, the first one being that it connects 

geographically segregated actors and enable interaction between them. Secondly ICT 

supports actors by, at least partially, doing the HR activities for them.  

 

Bondarouk & Ruël however argues for a broader definition which does not demand the 

existence of interaction when defining e-HRM as “an umbrella term covering all possible 

integration mechanisms and contents between HRM and Information Technologies aiming 

at creating value within and across organizations for targeted employees and management” 

(Bondarouk & Riël 2009: 507). Also in the current paper we do not á priori make that 

restriction but instead remain open to uses of ICT both for pure information management 

and for communication. We are also interested in with what the firm representatives we 

interviewed associate HR related ICT use (or IT use in the HR work).  

 

From previous studies we can also see that e-HRM can be applied to sub processes of HRM 

resulting in concepts such as e-recruiting (most commonly recruitment and job application 

via a web-based portal on the company’s’ homepage), e-selection (i.e. web-based tests or 

videoconferencing as elements in the selection process) and e-learning or e-training and 

development (IT is used for the distribution of learning content or for communication). 

(Strohmeier 2007). Other terms used within this field are “virtual HRM”, “web-bases HRM” 

and “intranet-based HRM” (Bondarouk & Ruël 2009), focusing more on the media used 

than the HR issue it is used as a support for. Virtual HRM refers to networks of internal and 

external actors which are technologically mediated and through which HR services are 
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offered “virtually”, eliminating the need for a conventional HR department (Strohmeier 

2007). Web-bases HRM indicate that the Internet is used in some way as a channel or 

platform for the HR work while intranet-bases HRM indicate the same about a company 

intranet.    

Who uses e-HRM? 

The implementation of e-HRM is still far from a practice generally implemented by all 

organizations, however Strohmeier and Kabst (2009) claim that throughout Europe two-

thirds of all organizations have already adopted e-HRM. In a European wide survey study 

they have identified some factors for the implementation of e-HRM. First they found that 

organizational size is a significant factor as larger organizations have a stronger tendency to 

adopt e-HRM than smaller. A possible explanation they give for this is that larger 

organization benefits more from the automation, information and collaboration that e-HRM 

enables.  

 

Secondly they did not find that industry was a strong predictor to the adoption. However, 

they go ahead trying to explain these results with a new hypothesis; that it is rather task 

orientation which matters meaning that employees performing clerical tasks (independently 

of in which industry) are more likely to be included in e-HRM practices than employees 

performing non-clerical tasks (such as in manufacturing).  

 

Third Strohmeier and Kablst results showed that the organization of work, and particularly 

the possibility for employees to telecommute, predicts e-HRM adoption.  

 

Lastly the country in which the company operates where found to be a factor. Specifically 

companies in still developing Eastern European countries, such as the Czech Republic, 

Slovenia and Estonia, were found to be the most advanced in e-HRM adoption - something 

the authors found remarkable given that they all have relative low GDP per Capita. Swedish 

and Norwegian companies are also among the higher adopters, while Finish and Danish 

ones middle level adopters.  
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Issues in implementing e-HRM 

Strohmeier & Kabst (2009) points out that the adoption of e-HRM has two mandatory 

dimensions: the adoption or implementation of information technology and the adoption of 

the HR practices. This means that the implementation of e-HRM also could be expected to 

face similar issues as found in both of these research fields.  

 

Some research has been conducted around the consequences of specifically e-HRM 

implementation. Consequences can here be divided into individual consequences, 

operational consequences, relational consequences and transformational consequences.  

 

Individual consequences refer to the impact e-HRM has on a micro level, on the individual 

(Strohmeier 2007). In a literature review on the subject Strohmeier found that previous 

research has looked at individual reactions to e-HRM and its implementation mostly in the 

setting of e-recruiting or e-selection. These studies show that e-HRM seems to be generally 

accepted and sometimes oven preferred to conventional HRM. However, most studies focus 

mainly on the effect on the attitude of the individuals and not the effect of e-HRM on 

individuals per se.  

 

Operational consequences refer to the effects of e-HRM on the efficiency and effectiveness 

on a macro-level. Here Strohmeier (2007) find that the research findings are limited and 

mixed. There is some support for productivity gains of automation of routine activities. 

However, he also points out that overall gains and losses of e-HRM are hard to measure. 

Shortcomings of e-HRM implementation seem not be have been investigated in any large 

extent, which might be a consequence of a “pro-innovation bias” of the field (Strohmeier 

2007:33).  

 

Relational consequences refer to improved possibilities for interaction between actors. 

Strohmeier demonstrate that only a few studies have been conducted within this area. These 

show that the implementation of e-HRM tend to increase the relations between HR 

professionals, both within an organization and between different organizations such in a 

professional association. Also they talk about great integrative potentials of information 

technology enabling global integration and harmonization of HR activities. However 
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whether these potential actually tend to be realized in organizations have not been studied 

systematically. 

 

Lastly, transformational consequences refer to the consequences the implementation of e-

HRM has on the role and organization of the overall HRM-function in a company. 

Strohmeier here expresses his concern that the question if e-HRM is able to “transform the 

HR into a appreciated business partner” only is touched upon briefly in previous studies 

(Strohmeier 2007: 28). However, he finds some “hints” that e-HRM in fact can contribute to 

a more strategic role of HRM.  

 

While some previous studies have investigated use of different kinds of e-HRM, such as e-

recruiting, e-selecting and e-learning (cf. Strohmeier 2007) these studies tend to take the 

conventional division between different HR-processes for granted. Also, few industry 

specific studies seem to exist. In this study we want to co contribute to previous research by 

looking at different kinds of use of ICT in the HR work in one particular industry, that of 

professional service firms.  

Method 
To gain a broad understanding of the variations in the use of ICT among different 

professional service sectors our study targeted PSFs in Sweden offering professional 

services within 8 different professional areas – advertising, architecture, auditing, 

communication consulting, IT consulting, law, management consulting and technical 

consulting. Within each of these professional service industries one larger, one medium 

sized and one smaller firm in terms of number of employees relative to the typical firm’s 

size within the industry were approached for interviews (except for in law where access only 

was gained to a large and a medium sized firm). In this way we have attempted to capture 

variation both between and within different professional service sectors, since 

conceptualizations of competence may vary also within the industries (see Alvesson, 2002). 

Interviews were conducted with the person responsible for Human Resource Management in 

each of the firms. All in all the analysis in this paper is based on semi-structured interviews 

in 23 PSFs in Sweden lasting between 1,5 and 2 hours each. See table 1 for a summary of 

the firms included in the study. 

______ 
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_____________________ 

Insert Table 1 about here 

_____________________ 

 

The interviews focused on all different aspects of the work with Human Resources in these 

firms, one being the use of ICT in this context. The analysis is based on how the respondents 

answer to the question: do you use any ICT support in you HR work and if so, for what 

purposes? The interviews were transcribed and thematically analyzed.  

Patterns of HR related ICT use in PSFs 
First we look at for what purposes in the HR work the firms say they are using ICT. As we 

could see from the literature review ICT may be used for different parts of the HR processes, 

as in recruitment, selection and in learning and training. Also in our sample the area of ICT 

use varied.  

 

ICT use is a rather broad term ranging from the use of e-mail, keeping common servers to 

more complex systems for information sharing and processing. It might also vary what 

different people associate with ICT. To analyze the patterns of the use of ICT in the HR 

work of the studied firms we secondly looked at what kind of ICT the firms say they are 

using. As you will see below, some of the firms claim they do not use any ICT at all for the 

work with human resources, while others have more complex systems, which are either 

developed in-house or bought from an external developer and supplier of information 

systems.  

  

The patterns from the analysis of these two aspects of HR related use of ICT is summarized 

in table 2. 

 

____________________ 

Insert Table 2 about here 

_____________________ 
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Area of HR related ICT use 

In this section we look at for what ICT is used in the HR work of the sampled PSFs?  

Giving	  access	  to	  checklists	  and	  templates	  	  

One of the more common uses of ICT in the 23 sampled firms was for storing checklists for 

different HR processes, such as recruitment, as a reminder from time to time of the “right” 

procedures. In 9 firms checklists and templates of different kinds were mentioned as part of 

their HR related ICT use.  

 

We don’t use any IT support for recruitment. For assessments we have templates and 

then we document it on a server. But we don’t have a system for it. (Consultant 

manager at a small management consulting firm) 

 

We have checklists in abundance. Because when we run one of these full recruitment 

processes we have a clear template for how the process looks like. As a recite that you 

sent in your application you will get a confirmation about: this is how the process 

looks like and you will get an answer latest this or that date. Normally we try to 

answer one day earlier. And when you get the answer you also get to know how many 

applicants there where and what will happen next. But everything is done over e-mail. 

(CEO of a small communication consulting firm) 

 

In some cases these companies tend to be smaller and do not recruit new employees very 

frequently. Therefor they face the risk to forget the lessons learned from last time to the next 

time they are about to start a recruitment process. Keeping checklists and templates is a way 

for the companies to remember what they learned from previous experiences for the future. 

However typical is that it is the same persons again who will do the recruiting and thus use 

the template. 

 

Some of the companies who restrict their ICT use to storing checklists and templates are 

larger. In these cases the templates are used to coordinate HR processes such as recruiting 

and performance appraisal so that they run similarly across different parts of the 

organization.  
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The thing is that we have structures, or if you want to call it processes, for different 

things like for example the recruitment process: how it should run, how we greet the 

new employees here. And for this we have numerous templates, you could say, 

according to which the managers can work and which they can use. In that way it is 

very digital. But the process in itself is not digital, but it’s the templates which 

describe the process. (HR director at a large arcitect firm) 

 

Common here is also that the information stored are printed when needed, which is an 

indicator that the use is more of storing information than about communicating and 

producing knowledge within the system. The HR director of a medium sized auditing firm 

describe their “non-use” of ICT support like this:  

 

On our homepage we say that you should apply through e-mail. We are so modern that 

if you want to apply through our home page you send an e-mail to a secretary here at 

the office or at an local office and then that person opens the application and probably 

prints it on paper. Then they sit and look at it on paper. (HR director at a medium sized 

auditing firm) 

Storing	  information	  from	  appraisal	  interviews	  

Another common use of templates is as a guide for what to talk about and how to evaluate 

candidates in appraisal interviews. Here it however varies weather information from the 

interviews, such as assessments of past performance and set individual objectives, can be 

saved electronically within the templates. However, the information is here stored for future 

reference rather than prepared for active digital processing.   

 

We don’t use any specific IT support for the HR work. Nothing more than templates in 

Word documents for, for example, assessment interviews. (CEO of a small technical 

consulting firm) 

 

For appraisal interviews there we have had a small template in which the CEO makes 

little checks for how good you are at different things: better or worse than expected, or 

in line with expected. Then we take this template, print it and have it in front of us 

when we discuss. Those from previous years are probably saved somewhere, but we 
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don’t look at them so much. (Consultant and HR coordinator in a small advertising 

firm) 

 

The appraisal interviews we believe have the character of being something between 

my boss and me. Therefor it should not be digitalized in any way because it’s personal 

discussions. However, the individual development plan is more: next year I will be a 

champion in English and I will do whatever it may be and take this or that course. And 

if I get a new boss this should still hold. Therefor we have this HR system that is a 

digital document. The idea is that the managers should fill in when they have had this 

interview. They fill in the date in HR and then the manager on the next level up can 

see whether their managers have had their appraisal interviews or not. And if there is 

someone who has not had theirs they can be reminded that they need to have them. 

Because we have as a requirement that we should have them each year and each year 

this kind of plan should be formulated for the employee and the next year you should 

do a follow up and see what have happened. (HR director at a large technical 

consulting firm) 

Systematized	  sorting	  of	  job	  candidates	  	  

Another use of ICT is as a tool in sorting job applicants in recruitment. Six firms claim they 

use ICT for managing job applicants. However, what kind of ICT and how automatized it 

makes the recruitment process varies. Four firms claim they use on-line job application, i.e. 

what is traditionally called e-recruiting, where the job applicants log into a specific portal at 

the recruiting companies web page and there fill in their CV and other required information 

as well as which job they are applying for. The systems then automatically sort the 

candidates based on position and the recruiting company can get streamlined profiles of the 

candidates based just on the information they need.    

 

We have this recruitment system that HR have developed. It’s in our system for the 

managers to use. The applicants enter there and they can choose which areas of 

engineering they are interested in or if they want to work in Gothenburg or wherever it 

may be. Then the managers in that town can see who’s in the recruitment database and 

if they are individuals they would be interested in. Many managers use this database 

quite regularly. But it is digital and it runs in such a way that when an individual 
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applies via an job-add they do it via our home page. (HR director at a large technical 

consulting firm) 

 

The other two firms who use ICT for sorting job applicants uses more home made solutions. 

For example, in a large communication consulting firm the HR manager is using folders in 

Outlook to sort applications into offices, competence areas and positions.  

 

The IT support is Outlook. We make folders and more folders. The channel in, even if 

it’s from existing employees, is to send an e-mail to career@companyname.com. We 

know exactly what applications come in through it. We have made folders called 

January, February, Mars, April and so on and under these we have the offices: it is 

Stockholm, Gothenburg. We have tried a couple of systems but not thought they are 

good enough or simple enough. It is a headache specifically if we get a lot of 

applications. (HR director at a large communication consulting firm) 

 

The CEO of a medium sized advertising firm describes the benefits with at least storing 

interesting CVs in an digital database.  

 

It is often systems by demand. In fact we don’t have any other IT support than a 

candidate database which either can be analog or digital depending on how we save 

the CVs we get and the people we meet. And we quite quickly get to the candidates 

who are interesting. Over time people move around and find other things, but we still 

have interesting name and through those names we can get other names. From the 

database we do have we quite quickly find good candidates. (CEO of a medium sized 

advertising firm) 

Producing	  employee	  competence	  profiles	  

The last major area of HR related ICT use is for collecting and coordinating feedback about 

the employees’ performance from different sources as part of an annual performance 

appraisal process. The firms that use ICT in this way have typically well developed career 

ladders with structured performance targets at different career levels and an up-or-out 

policy. As a part of this they also have an annual cycle of performance appraisal in which 

the individual employee is evaluated after each project they work in, by different actors they 
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have worked with, based on standardized evaluation criteria. The firms are here using 

specific ICT tools as a help with coordinating the feedback with automatic invitations to 

give feedback on the project members when a project is registered as finished. The system is 

here described by the HR director of a large management consulting firm:  

  

When you are staffed in a project this triggers a request for an evaluation. This is sent 

to the project leader and when the project ends he or she has a specific number of days 

to fill it in. It’s a template and according to these evaluation criteria. And when you 

send it in it should also go through an internal process of approval and then be 

discussed by the individual and approved by the individual. So that is the appraisal 

process. The same goes for evaluating you boss, which is also according to a template 

in order to be able to calibrate and compare with different individuals. The categories 

are qualities that are important when working in the role of a consultant, everything 

from how you tackle a problem to how you communicate, how you function in the 

team, how you function with the client, how you function as a role model and so on. 

How you solve cases. (HR director of a large management consulting firm) 

 

Annually, or bi-annually, the feedback from all the different actors in all the project the 

individual has worked in during the last year or six months is digitally processed, producing 

a report about the individuals’ performance along evaluation criteria, which are 

standardized. This report is then used as an input for the appraisal interview in which a plan 

for the individuals work development and performance next years is formulated. It is also 

used as a basis to compare the individual with employees at the same level in order to decide 

who will be offered a promotion and who will not.    

 

It’s actually this individual score card on which you look at what clients you will work 

with during next year, what courses you should take, what support you need, if you 

need a mentor besides your counselor or what you want to decide to do, what you need 

to add in order to move forward. Do you need to get experience form other areas of 

business? All this should take place in the dialogue (in appraisal interviews) and as 

you work in teams in the assignments. But then the idea is that you should get 

guidance and work leadership and feedback continuously on the work you are doing. 

And everything you do is viewed on the next level. And in the end you get this 
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feedback report once the project is finished, and each year. (HR director at a large 

auditing firm) 

 

The ICT tools can here be said to have an active role in producing (the competence of) the 

employee as the formula for ranking and evaluating performance the system is using 

produces knowledge about the individual that did not exist without it. However, the 

individual employee and people around now have an “objective fact” on “black and white” 

about the specific individual in numerous dimensions. Based on this management can over 

time make an assessments whether this individual is a talent within the field or not.  

 

The use of ICT for producing employee competence profiles could be found in four firms, 

the large auditing firm, the medium sized IT-consulting firms, the large law firms and the 

large management consulting firm. 

 

---- 

 

Comparing the different areas of HR where ICT are used we can see that what it is used for 

varies between companies. In some companies the ICT is primarily used to store 

information, such as information about the employees, about work candidates or about HR 

procedures. But the information is here typically only used by one or a few people for future 

reference.  

 

In other companies ICT is used for sharing information and knowledge around HR 

processes across different parts of the organization.  Knowledge gained from previous 

experience of HR processes are captured in checklists or templates and stored on a server, 

on an intranet or in a larger administrative system with easy access by managers around the 

organization. The purpose of sharing this knowledge is twofold: for knowledge management 

– make knowledge about HRM available organization wide, and for controlling HR 

processes – streamlining and homogenizing them across the organization.  

In a few companies the use of ICT has penetrated the HR processes deeper by also 

performing some of the HR related tasks. Particularly this type of use is found in 

performance appraisal and typically in companies which rigid career and performance 

management policies. The ICT is here used to collect and coordinate information about the 
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individual employees and their competence and performance resulting in the production of 

employees’ competence profiles.  

Kind of ICT used in the HR work 

In this section we look at what kind of ICT the PSFs say they use in their work with HRM.  

No	  or	  simple	  “homemade”	  systems	  

Ten out of the 23 sampled PSFs say they hardly use Information and Communication 

Technology at all for any of the HR processes. However many modify this answer some and 

admit that they do have some electronic templates or some database. In these cases the ICT 

use consist of documenting in general Microsoft Office application such as Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint or Outlook. The systems are here often described as “home made”. Four firms 

explicitly say they use Word, tree that they use Excel, one says they use PowerPoint while 

another reluctantly admit they use Outlook. As apparent, and as they also claim, these firm 

have not jet experienced a need for any more elaborate ICT support for their HR work.  

 

Yes and no. We do use IT, but in Word and Excel. We have built our own little 

checkboxes and little spirals that are really simple. (Consultant and HR coordinator in 

a small advertising firm) 

 

Embarrassing. The IT support is Outlook. We make folders and folders and more 

folders. (HR director at a large communication consulting firm) 

 

We don’t use any IT support whatsoever. But we do have checklists in abundance. 

(CEO of a small communication consulting firm) 

 

Relevant here is to point out that these firms may however use ICT in a larger degree in their 

everyday operations or for other administrative processes than HR. This analysis is however 

limited to the use of ICT in the HR work.  

 

We use IT eight hours a day. We don’t do anything else. But not directly for the HR 

work. We have a business administration system and all that, but we don’t have 

anything for the employees. We don’t. It’s more that our business operations are IT 

based. (CEO of a medium sized architect firm) 
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However, when the firms claim that they use Word, Excel or PowerPoint as their support 

tools we can only conclude that they use information technology but not necessarily 

communication technology. In these firms we may only draw the conclusion that the 

technology is used to store information but not necessarily to share it. The CEO, the HR 

manager, or line manager uses the technology to store and keep track of information about 

job candidates or existing employees or about the procedures developed based on previous 

experience.  

 

However, some of the firms whish claim they use these basic IT tools also mention that 

some of the documents produced often are stored on a common server. Specifically for the 

access to templates of HR processes. In these cases the “home made” systems also involves 

an element of communication/informing, however not inter-communication (communication 

as an interaction process). It is here also unclear who in these firms have access to the 

information stored at these servers.  

 

All the IT support of the HR parts is either Word, PowerPoint or a folder on the server. 

That is the IT support. (Consultant manager at a small management consulting firm) 

 

We have a common server. Everyone can enter everybody’s client projects, for 

example. All the tenders are in the same place, all the exemplary action plans and 

things like that which people can use. All cases. Everything is there. (CEO of a small 

communication consulting firm) 

 

I a medium sized communication consulting firm the intranet is also mentioned as an ICT 

tool in the HR work. The Intranet is here described as a place where information that the 

employees may need is stored, including both HR related and non-related topics.  

 

We use the intranet allot. And there we often say that the best way of getting people to 

go there is to put the menu of the week there. The intranet we have is good and we 

have everything there. You force people in there with practicalities. We have room 

booking and time reporting. Also the contact list is there. (HR director at a medium 

sized communication consulting firm) 
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Staff	  administration	  systems	  

A few of the firms instead claim that they frecuently use administrative systems for the HR 

work. However, payroll and time reporting software make up the large part of this area of 

use. Four out of the 23 firms mention some kind of staff administration systems as part of 

the HR work.  

 

We have a system in which as soon as someone new starts in the building we enter 

their information which means that payroll gets it, IT knows if they need a computer 

and what salary they have. That is the first step. Payroll knows that they are coming so 

that they can come with flowers. They get a warning that now the person will come in 

three days, so that they can prepare things like that. Also in that database we have 

implemented a section for HR. As an employee you can click on your name and get to 

your own page with pictures and how long you have been employed. You can also 

look at others and see what cell phone numbers they have and so on. But in the HR 

section, which I have added, all the contacts are gathered there, all the appraisal 

interviews are gathered there, all changes in salary are gathered there, if you have 

exited and entered again. The whole picture of this person. (HR director at a large 

advertising firm) 

 

You report everything you do during the day on a project. Everything you do should 

be accounted for on a specific client account number and everything you do the client 

should pay for, if it isn’t an internal task. In that case everybody pays. And in the 

system you have different account numbers for internal courses, external courses and 

for everything below the sky. For every type of thing you may do. It’s in there you 

find it. (HR director at a medium sized auditing firm)  

 

But wouldn’t all firms use some kind of administrative systems for payroll? A note on this 

issue is that the respondents association on the question of ICT use in the HR work may 

have varied. The topic of the interviews was more focused on the more strategic aspects of 

HR work than on the administrative ones why these kind of systems may not have been 

within the natural scope of the conversation. In those four companies in which payroll is 

mentioned – a large technical consulting firm, a large advertising firm, a medium sized 

auditing firm, and a medium sized architect firm – the HR function and the role of the HR 
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manager is more like that in more traditional firms than as typical for PSFs (cf. Werr & 

Schilling forthcoming). 

Free	  on-‐line	  software	  	  	  

In two firms it was further mentioned that they use software which is free available to use on 

line. These are software for specific purposes, in one case (in auditing) for on-line 

registration to compulsory coursed for auditors or assistant auditors and in the other 

(advertising) for time reporting.  

 

The only thing we have a specific system for is for time reporting and to follow up on 

staffing and how much people have worked. For this we have found a free on-line 

program that works really well. It is free but really user friendly and super in every 

way. So there we have a specific application. (Consultant and HR coordinator in a 

small advertising firm) 

 

We use a free course registration system on the net as well. Except for that we 

probably mostly use the Office package for handling all this. (HR director at a medium 

sized auditing firm)  

Named	  HR	  systems	  

In a few firms some more specific HR systems where mentioned: PeopleSoft and EasyCruit. 

EasyCruit is a e-recruitment tool supplied by Lumesse who describe the product as a 

recruitment tool that ”automate and simplify the recruitment process”1. It consist of a portal 

integrated on the recruiting companies webpage on which job applicants can apply to 

specific positions or send in their CV.  

  

We use IT support for recruiting. It’s called EasyCruit. You can enter our homepage to 

see what it looks likes. There you will find the ads and it is there you apply. You 

upload your CV and answer some questions. And then you get an confirmation that we 

have received your application. Later the manager gets in contact. And then you also 

get an answer if you didn’t get the job. This works both for specific positions and for 

                                                
1	  See	  Lumesse	  webpage:	  http://www.lumesse.com/what-‐we-‐do/products/easycruit	  (2011-‐08-‐12	  1.02	  em)	  
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spontaneous applications. Mostly you answer an job ad, but in other cases you write 

what you are interested in. (CEO at a medium sized technical consulting firm)  

 

PeopleSoft is a more general business and HR management tool offered by Oracle2 and can 

be customized for the need of the firm. It was about to implemented in one of the firms, but 

for what purposed they were to use it was not specified.  

Larger	  HR	  systems	  

In four out of the 23 firms in the study larger, more complex ICT support tools are used in 

the HR work. They are described as used for managing more strategic HR issues, and 

specifically competence and talent management. The origins of these systems are not 

specified with the exception of in one company (a large auditing firm) where the system is 

said to have been developed in-house.  

 

These systems are described in the firms in relation to continuous competence assessment 

and development of individual employees. Feedback about the performance of the 

individual in several different projects is collected and coordinated to give an overall image 

of where the individual is in relation to performance targets and in relation to the 

performance of their peers. This information is used in annual or bi-annual appraisal 

interviews and as a basis for promotion decisions.  The use of the large ICT systems makes 

this process more automatic and enables anonymity when needed.  

  

For talent management we have an performance management system that is electronic. 

It gathers and structures feedback. You can also do it anonymously, anonymous 

appraisal from a number of colleagues, a number of partners and a number of 

assistants who are invited to do so. This is coordinated and no one can see from the 

report who said what. You get summaries. There is a list of questions which different 

roles answer. Then it is presented by category: what partners and lawyers think in 

summary. (HR director of a large law firm) 

 

                                                
2	   See	   Oracles	   webpage:	   http://www.oracle.com/us/products/applications/peoplesoft-‐enterprise/index.html	  	  	  	  	  
(2011-‐08-‐12	  1.35	  em)	  
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We have an training and competence development tool that we work with and where 

the entire learning bit is – all training is there. And then we have this cycle of making 

your scorecard and your development plan and yearly appraisal. It’s a own developed 

system. It’s actually this individual score card on which you look at what clients you 

will work with during next year, what courses you should take, what support you need, 

if you need a mentor besides your counselor or what you want to decide to do, what 

you need to add in order to move forward. Do you need to get experience from other 

areas of business? All this should take place in the dialogue (in appraisal interviews) 

and as you work in teams in the assignments. But then the idea is that you should get 

guidance and work leadership and feedback continuously on the work you are doing. 

And everything you do is viewed on the next level. And in the end you get this 

feedback report once the project is finished, and each year. (HR director at a large 

auditing firm) 

 

The firms who use these larger ICT tools tend to be the larger ones in their industries and 

they also tend to practice a “talent factory” HR strategy with a focus on career management 

rather than an “expert house” HR strategy with a focus on organizational and individual 

learning (cf. Werr & Schilling forthcoming).  More specifically these systems were found in 

the large auditing firm, the large and the medium sized IT consulting firms, the large law 

firm and the large management consulting firm. In exception of the IT consulting firms these 

firms are all partner owned.  

---- 

 

Comparing the different kind of ICT used in the 23 Professional Service Firms we can see 

that they vary in degree of complexity. What more is that they vary in how much interaction 

is built in to the system: is it designed to be used by only one person for storing information, 

by a number of top managers to share information or by a larger number of users at different 

levels in the firm to produce information collectively? Only a handful of the firm use ICT 

with a high degree of interaction.  

Three types of HR related ICT use in PSFs 
Based on how the respondents from the 23 professional service firms described their HR 

related ICT use we have identified three types of uses: for keeping track of information, for 
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keeping track of processes and for keeping track of talent.  These are three “logics” which 

could be seen as a low level of HR related ICT use, a mid-level of HR related ICT use and a 

high level of HR related ICT use. The characteristics of these three types of HR related ICT 

use is summarized in table 3 and described in more detail below.  

 

___________________ 

Insert Table 3 about here  

____________________ 

 

Keeping track of information 

The most basic type of HR related ICT use is for keeping track of information. The main 

object in focus when using the ICT is information and the main activity is storing 

information for future reference. The degree of interaction built in to the system is limited as 

the same people who wrote down the information (CEO, HR manager or managing partners) 

also are those who later will refer back to it. The type of ICT “system” used is typically 

simple and “home made” in Word files, Excel spreadsheets or PowerPoint presentations. 

This type of HR related ICT use is often found in smaller firms where most HR processes, 

including recruitment and performance appraisal, are conducted by one or a few people in 

the top management team (if it is large enough to have one).  

Keeping track of processes  

The second level of HR related ICT use is for keeping track of processes. The objects in 

focus when using the ICT systems are HR processes and how they are performed across the 

organization. The main activities are sharing information and knowledge, uploading or 

downloading checklists, templates or policies which guide managers across the organization 

when they need to recruit someone new to their department or preparer for annual appraisal 

interviews with their co-workers. The degree of interaction is still limited in this type of use 

but the number of active users is larger, including managers at all levels that have some 

responsibility in HR work.  The ICT system used here can vary but are typically larger and 

in some respect web-based, either on a server or an intranet. This kind of use is most 

typically found in medium to large sized firms, large enough to have at least some degree of 

decentralization of HR processes.  
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Keeping track of talent 

The highest degree of HR related ICT use identified is for keeping track of talent. The object 

of focus is individual employees and their competence as the ICT system is a resource for 

collecting and coordinating feedback about individual performance. Through the system a 

countless of actors take part in co-producing the image of the employees and their 

competence profiles. In this respect the level of interaction enabled by the system is high. 

The active users of the systems are both managers and individuals, either as contributors of 

input or as consumers of the output of the employee profiles. The ICT systems used here are 

by default larger and more complex and either developed in-house or acquired by a Talent 

Management System supplier. This kind of HR related ICT use can typically be found in 

large partner owned organizations with a talent factory HR strategy (Werr & Schilling 

forthcoming). 

Discussion 
The three types of ICT use distinguished above are claimed to be three different levels of 

ICT use. The meaning of this is that they are not mutually exclusive but rather may the 

higher level of use develop from the lower levers. It is also worth noting that even though 

we here have tried to look at ICT use in the HR work in isolation, companies’ use of ICT 

should be viewed as part of their general HR work and strategy. It is not the use of ICT in it 

self, but how the ICT is integrated in the overall HR work logic which contributes to its 

consequences. The patterns identified also indicate that in some cases the ICT may enable a 

more elaborate HR process while in others it is limited by a rather simple HR process. A 

reflection is that at some point in the development of a company’s HR work ICT 

transgresses from being adapted to the HR strategy of the company toward becoming the 

driver of the HR strategy. 

 

We are particularly intrigued by the higher degree of ICT use, using information and 

communication technology in order to keep track of talent. As we could see from the 

analysis these systems have an active part in producing the individual employees in terms of 

the image created of their performance, competence and potential. An interesting question is 

here how these kinds of systems operates to produce the individuals in more detail, how the 

system disciplines the users of the system in their behavior and how it shapes the experience 

of being part of the organization.  
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Conclusions  
In this paper we explore the use of ICT in the work with Human Resources in 23 

professional service firms. Through an analysis of the area of use of ICT and the type of ICT 

used we identify three levels of HR related ICT use in professional service firms: for 

keeping track of information, for keeping track of processes and for keeping track of talent.  
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Table 1: Summary of firms and interviews include in the study 
 

  

                                                
3 Number of employees in the organizational unit the interviewed person is responsible for.  

Professional 
Service Industry 

Relative size of 
the firms3 

Number of 
employees 

Person interviewed/ 
responsible for HRM  

Advertising 
Large 150 HR director 

Medium sized 67 Founder and CEO 

Small 10 Consultant 

Architecture  
Large 300 HR director 

Medium sized 50 CEO 

Small 30 CEO 

Auditing 
Large 2000 HR director 

Medium sized 250 HR director 

Small 20 Partner 

Communication 
Consulting 

Large 130 HR manager 

Medium sized 80 HR and consultant manager  

Small 20 CEO 

IT Consulting 
Large 5500 HR director 

Medium sized 1200 HR director 

Small 50 Partner and consultant manager 
Law Large 670 HR director 

Medium sized 50 HR director 

Management 
Consulting 

Large 110 HR manager 

Medium sized 25 Consultant manager 

Small 10 Consultant and CEO 

Technical 
Consulting 

Large 4800 HR director 

Medium sized 1250 HR director 

Small 30 CEO 
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Table 2: Kind of ICT and its areas of use 
  

 For what is ICT used? 
 

What kind of ICT is used? 

Advertising   
Large Coordination information about new 

employees (contracts, introductions etc.). 
Storing information about the history of 
the employees. Access to on-line templates 
for appraisal interviews. Access to the 
employee handbook. 

Own developed administration system 

Medium sized Storing information about possible job 
candidates. Access to templates for 
appraisal interviews.   

Databases 

Small Access to templates for assessment. On-
line time reporting 

Word, Excel, a free on-line application 
for time reporting 

Architecture   
Large Access to templates for HR processes Word, excel, generic HR systems 
Medium sized Non. Non except the financial administration 

system/payroll. 
Small Registers of employees and their 

background 
N/A 

Auditing   
Large  Competence management on an individual 

level base on score cards. Annual feedback 
reports with the possibility to compare 
performance with other individuals.  

Own developed system for competence 
management. A system to manage 
mobility. PeopleSoft.  

Medium sized On-line time reporting, on-line registration 
to courses and register of finished courses 
taken by individuals. 

Administration system, free on-line 
application for course registration, Office 

Small Templates for appraisal interviews N/A 
Communication 
consulting 

  

Large Sorting applicants in recruitment. Access 
to checklists for HR processes.  

Outlook (file system) 

Medium sized Time reporting Intranet 
Small Access to checklists for HR processes, i.e. 

recruitment 
A server 

IT consulting   
Large Access to checklist for processes, i.e. 

recruitment, appraisal interviews. 
Information from appraisal interviews are 
filled in electronically, the info follows the 
individual.  

A business management system 

Medium sized Offer courses on-line. Register to courses 
on-line. On-line job application. 
Performance management: collecting and 
coordinating feedback about individuals 
with the possibility to compare their 
performance with promotion criteria and 
with each other.  

A larger system, an e-learning platform.   

Small N/A N/A 
Law   
Large Collects and structures feedback about 

employees electronically. Coordination of 
feedback about employees, in for example 
360 feedback. On-line job application. 

An electronic appraisal system/talent 
management system from an external 
supplier. EasyCruit 

Medium sized N/A N/A 
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Management 
consulting 

  

Large On-line staffing and assessment processes 
in which the process moves automatically 
between different actors in the process. 
Atomized reminders and deadlines. 
Possibility to compare the competence of 
different employees.  

A larger system 

Medium sized Templates for assessment Word, PowerPoint, a folder on the server 
Small Planning and follow up of individual 

objectives 
Excel 

Technical 
consulting 

  

Large On-line job application, access to database 
of applicants for managers. Make 
information from appraisal interviews 
follow the individuals. Controlling that all 
managers have completed their appraisal 
interviews.   

Own developed system for recruitment, 
administration system 

Medium sized On-line job application EasyCruit, Stepstone 
Small Access to templates for appraisal 

interviews 
Word 
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Table 3: Three types of ICT use in the HR work of PSFs. 
 

 Keeping track of 
information 

Keeping track of 
processes  

Keeping track of 
talent 

 
Object in focus 
 

Information HR processes Individuals (and their 
competence) 

Main activity Store information Share information and 
knowledge 

Co-produce 
employees 
(competence profiles)  

Degree of 
interaction 

Low or non Limited  High 

Active users 
 

CEO/HR manager Managers at different 
levels 

Managers and 
individuals 

ICT system 
 

Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint 

Intranet, Servers, Staff 
Administration 
Systems 

Talent Management 
Systems, Larger 
systems 

Firms 
 

Small firms Medium to large sized 
firms 
“Expert houses”?? 

Large partner owned  
“Talent factories” 

 
 


